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I would like to tell you that I am very, very pleased with KLEI™gZero10 ICs and KLEI™gZero6 SCs. The word should be 
intoxicating (in a good way), better than any destructive drugs… Well done! 
 
Anyway, are you also working on power cord? After using KLEI cables, I won’t want to use anything else. If you are working 
on it, I will be eagerly waiting. Once my budget is permissible, I will get more KLEI™gZero10 ICs and KLEI™gZero6 SCs also.  
 
So far I find that your KLEI™gZero IC/SC products work the best  

 KLEI™gZero10 ICs x 1.5m 

 KLEI™gZero6 SCs x 2.5m 
 
My AC line is from balanced power supply. I have a pair of Revel F208 and F206 floor stand speakers, M275 McIntosh tube 
amp, McIntosh preamp, Musical Fidelity M6 integrated amp, Bryston BDP-2 digital server, Bryston BDA-2 DAC. 
 
The ICs that I have are… 

 Wireworld Esclipe 6 

 Wywire Gold IC 

 Supra Swords IC — very good dynamic range; correct phase; adequate ambient and bass.    But loses out to 
KLEI™gZero10 ICs which is more neutral, more dynamics, musical without harsh treble. 

 ZenwaveAudio D4 XLR type — very good IC that uses upocc silver/gold connector especially the tone and 
nuances.    But a bit lean in bass, a bit forward and vocal/instrument separation is not as good as KLEI™gZero10 
ICs. 

 JJ Acounstics from Australia IC 

 Morray James IC — very dynamic and superb high extension, quite the same as KLEI™gZero10 ICs in many 
ways.    But the big problem is it is more noisy and the phase of music is not so correct, so don’t give the natural 
feeling. 

 LessLoss IC — very quiet but lack of dynamic extension 

 Mark Stager’s silver IC 
 
SCs that I have… 

 Wireworld oasis cables. 

 Wywires gold 

 Clear Day double shotgun 

 LessLoss Achorwave 

 ZenwaveAudio silver — will receive it today to try out 

 Supra swords 

 Morray James 
 
PCs that I have… 

 Wireworld Oasis and Esclipe 

 Wywire gold with Bybee 

 ZenwaveAudio 11 awg power cord — actually very good power cord, dynamic distribution is even and good 
extension; not too warm and not bright. 

 Cabledyne Silver — The best power cord that I think now, I changed its connectors to better ones; totally not 
harsh with good extension and very neutral. 

 
I can’t stand power conditioners which rob away music dynamics.   
 
My music taste is it must be very neutral with good dynamics and separation. A bit of warm is ok but I can’t stand sibilance 
or grainy treble. Music must be free flow with good bass and ambient. 
 

Regards PC       


